It’s easy to get off track if you’re unaware of the
issues that could derail your sprint. This chart
identifies what to look for if you score low in any
of the nine agile metrics.
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team enthusiasm

• Impediments aren’t removed in a timely manner
• The number of impediments is high during
the sprint

1

to make relative estimates

• Team members are working long hours

• Product owner isn’t available to colla
borate
with the scrum team

3

• Customer needs aren’t adequately communicated
to development

• Team size changes between sprints

reference story

• Team doesn’t acknowledge or address

team veloCity

• Team is doing very short release cycles or

• Requirement scope creep

maintenance work (Kanban or XP may be
preferable to scrum under these circumstances)

• Team is disrupted

repeated mistakes

• Team members don’t have passion for
their work

• The team is not being creative or innovative

• Team doesn’t understand the scope of work at
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• Product is buggy

RetRospective pRocess impRovement

• Team is not self-organizing or managing
Technical DebT ManaGeMenT

• Customer input isn’t solicited
• “Definition of done” is weak or doesn’t include
zero introduced bugs
• Outside interference forces premature delivery
• Team compromises quality by working on too
many stories during the sprint
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• No one is coaching or leading the team to
PLUS:

PLUS:

e,
• One team member makes most of the estimat
design, engineering and implementation decisions

Team’S adherence To Scrum ruleS
and engineering PracTiceS
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be more productive and produce higher
quality products

PLUS:

the start of the sprint

• Team under-commits, works at a slower
than normal pace

sprint

PLUS:

• Internal conflicts occur

• Not every team member understands the

2

• Team isn’t displaying key artif acts such
as
burndown charts, stories and acceptance
criteria
• Customers aren’t surveyed after each

at a pace that isn’t sustainable

• Team doesn’t have an applicable reference story

• Team isn’t adhering to scrum values,
practices
and rules

• Team members can’t contribute in a product area
because they lack knowledge or experience

aCtual stories CompleteD vs. CommitteD stories

communication

• Team self-improvement is discouraged at the
Quality DelivereD to Customers

• Product owner doesn’t understand what the
customer wants and needs
• Customer isn’t involved in developing stories

expense of feature stories

• Team members don’t review their own performance
and environment during the retrospec

tive

PLUS:
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team’s undeRstanding of spRint sco

pe and goal

• No sprint goal exists
• Product owner doesn’t understand what an
incremental development approa

ch means

PLUS:

or defining story acceptance criteria

• Customers and other stakeholders aren’t
present at the sprint review
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PLUS:

think things
• Team members build based on how they
er needs
should work, rather than what custom

• Team isn’t documenting problems found or fixed
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